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Abstract The article deals with usability of clustering and machine learning classification algorithm for search
systematic surface errors. The main idea is to propose a methodology for the automated identification, diagnostics
and localization of systematic errors in mass production. The introduced methodology consists of three levels: image
processing for error parameterization, clustering for creating of errors classes (teach data) and prediction of new
samples by machine learning algorithm. We conducted experiments with density based clustering algorithm
DBSCAN. For classification we use multilayer perceptron MLP/ANN.
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1. Introduction
Vision systems can be used in automated production
processes for inspection, guidance, identification, measurement,
tracking and counting, in many diverse industries. Vision
systems may effectively replace human inspection in
demanding cases such as nuclear industry, chemical industry,
etc. In most cases, industrial automation systems are
designed to inspect only known objects at fixed positions,
characterized defects of faulty items and take actions for
reporting and correcting these faults and replacing or
removing defective parts from the production line [1].
At present, the development of computational performance
embedded systems allows parallel image processing with
advanced search for systematic errors by using clustering
and machine learning classification algorithms. This data
can then be used to identify the causes of these errors as
well as continuous monitoring of product quality. This
article describes automated methodology suitable for
systematic error identification in mass production. We
conducted experiment with clustering and classification
algorithm. The first section describes advantages of
selected clustering and classification algorithm. Main
sections deal with description of methodology for
automated systematic error diagnostics.
Implementation section contains brief description of
prototype hardware and software solution.

2. Clustering and Classification Algorithm
In machine vision where it is supposed mass production
we cannot use repeatedly clustering algorithm continuously
for each new product error due to the large amount of data

and the limitations of computing hardware.The solution is
looking for algorithms combination from clustering and
machine learning with fast prediction during mass
production process. Clustering in our case tries to group a
set of errors and find whether there is some relationship
between its parameters. In general, the classification use
acquired set of group classes for teaching and creates
classification model and then can predict very fast to
which class a new error belongs to. Clustering may then
be repetitively performed with longer delays.
Algorithms can be divided to many groups for example
hierarchical FLANN [2], density based DBSCAN and
statistical K-means [3]. The most suitable is DBSCAN
clustering algorithm because is it not necessary define
number of clustering group. It is supposed that clustering
algorithms provide finer distribution to classes like
manually fixed supervised conditional setup of parameters
[4,5].
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with
Noise DBSCAN can find non-linearly separable clusters.
Unlike other clustering algorithms that require many
parameters, such as the number of clusters in the set, to be
known and defined before computation, the DBSCAN
algorithm has only two input parameters: the minimum
size of a cluster and the maximum distance between points
in a cluster. The algorithm operates by cycling through all
points in the data set and calculating the number of
neighbors each point has, which is defined as the number
of other points that are within the minimum distance of
the original point. Any data point that has fewer neighbors
than the minimum cluster size parameter is declared to be
a noise point that is not associated with any cluster. [6].
For example this dataset Figure 1 cannot be adequately
clustered with k-means or Gaussian Mixture EM clustering.
Generalized DBSCAN is GDBSCAN and OPTICS, the
fastest is hierarchical modification HDBSCAN [5,6].
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Classification algorithm can be divided too to many
groups of principles for example: statistical method,
artificial intelligence, decision trees, boosted algorithms …
etc [7-15]. In the next section are described chosen
method based on ANN/MLP.

Figure 1. Dataset suitable for DBSCAN algorithm

Neural Network ANN/MLP. To classify the data into
classes can also be advantageously used artificial neural
network. Feedforward artificial neural network, or more
specifically, a multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), the most
commonly used type of neural network. MLP form
consists of an input layer, an output layer, and one or more
hidden layers. MLP each layer comprises one or more
neurons associated with directionally neurons of the
previous layer and also the next ones. The Figure 2 shows
a three-layer Perceptron with three inputs, two outputs and
hidden layer with three neurons [16].
All neurons in the MLP are similar and each has the
stored value in the form of scales. The results of the
neurons are transformed with the activation function f,
which is usually the same but may be different for
different neurons. The most commonly used activation
function is symmetric sigmoid. As the previous algorithms,
it is necessary learning using samples which must be
placed at the entry to the exit pertaining to the output layer.

3. Methodology of Error Clustering,
Classification
Stopping production may be made primarily on the
basis of a large number of errors in a row or on a time
interval which we can show the error rate of production.
This method is now used when stopped production on the
basis of bad and good products, but the problem is that it
tells us nothing about the character of the errors if it is a
random or systematic error. If we cannot determine the
character of the error is difficult to detect and remove the
cause of their formation.
The clustering of large dataset is time consuming for
desktop PC. It is not possible and necessary to run clustering
for any new error detection in recognition loop. The solution
can be combination of clustering method with classification
teaching and prediction. The clustering provides slow
basic assignment of similar errors to classes. Classification
creates prediction model from training dataset provided by
clustering. Trained classifier provides very fast assignment of
new error to adequate class by prediction.
The main principle of surface error similarity
diagnostics during operation we can divide to three steps:
• Image processing with contour detection – extraction
of surface error with parameters,
• Search for similar errors by clustering algorithms,
preparing of teach data,
• Create of classification model based on teaching and
prediction of class assignment for new error.
Image processing algorithm for parameterization of
detected errors is out of scope of this article and is in detail
described in earlier article about error diagnostics [17].
We assume with these parameters of errors stored
partially depended on three layers Figure 3.

Figure 3. Extraction of parameters to partially dependent layers

Figure 2. Example of multi-layer perceptron for classification

The main disadvantage is learning process of artificial
neural networks which is extensively time consuming,
especially with compare to each of presented machine
learning classification algorithms.

Figure 4. Principle algorithm of errors recognition
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Second level of clustering algorithm threshold principle
is shown on the Figure 4.
Principle for classification is universal for any proposed
algorithm and is shown on the Figure 5.
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For the vision recognition task exists many completed
free or commercial libraries. For our task was selected
OpenCV library (C++ version), because is free, open
source, very fast, platform independent and includes
current cutting-edge algorithms from image processing
and machine learning (clustering, classification, prediction …
etc.). The next reason was native support for algorithm
acceleration with CUDA, OpenCL and multithreading
TBB.

Figure 5. Classification of errors by teaching and prediction

Uses this methodology can help detect systematic errors
from its location, size, perimeter, within components. The
time variation of these parameters can predict degradation
speed of errors (size increase or decrease).

4. Hardware and Software Solution of
Vision System
The algorithms for clustering and classification were
tested on two different platforms desktop PC (x86) and
embedded (ARM) core: Intel Xeon x64 platform with
(Ubuntu OS), and embedded board (SBC) with ARM
architecture OlinuxinoA13(Fedora) and Raspberry PI
(Raspberrian). Prototype stand with two different
embedded systems and different camera sensors Firewire
(1), USB camera (2) and CSI camera (3) is shown on the
Figure 6.
Desktop PC uses Firewire camera, Olinuxino the USB
web camera and Raspberry Pi CSI. The real-time vision
task requires the industrial camera systems with Firewire
for PC and high speed CSI interface for embedded
systems.

Figure 6. Experimental vision and image processing stand

Software solution of the vision system consists from
two parts:
• Image processing and machine learning based on fast
C++ Opencv library,
• Graphical user interface based on web technologies
with AJAX support.
GUI uses PHP scripts as bridge between C++ and
HTML5/jQuery web visualized pages. Web applications
are platform independent that was a basic point to use
these technologies. The next advantages are remote access
and saving power of processing device because the
performance is used by browser on client side.
Graphical web GUI interface for control diagnostics
process, conditional and advanced clustering is shown on
the Figure 7. We assume that error data from recognition
process can be available simultaneous. This necessitates a
network database to store data. Recognition results are
stored in integrated SQlite3 database and can be accessed
remote by web GUI. This set of error data in certain
defined interval creates basic training set for clustering.

Figure 7. GUI for error parameter extraction by image processing
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5.
Experiments
with
Classification Algorithms

Clustering/

We conducted the experiment with metal square parts
35x35 mm painted by polyurethane yellow paint. Possible
errors were classified to the four basic classes (A, B, C, D).
These errors can arise as result of rough handling,
manipulation, drying and poor surface pretreatments
before painting. Examples of surface errors samples used
in experimental verification are shown on the Figure 8.

Figure 8. Samples used for experiments.

Result of clustering in DBSAN in comparison to next
two algorithms is shown on the Figure 9.

/ 95,2 %. In real task, the classification learning must be
repeated in certain defined intervals, it requires minimum
time of new samples teaching and the minimum time in
class assignments with adequate reliability.

6. Conclusions
The article describes methodology of systematic error
diagnostics by clustering and classification of advanced
machine learning methods and algorithms. Designed
software recognizes surface error, creates database of
errors and classify them to error classes.
Density based clustering (DBSCAN) is ideal solution
for specific class distribution, but with significantly
increasing delay for large datasets. We compare reliability
of DBSCAN with K-Means algorithm.
For classification we use MLP/ANN algorithm. We
compare reliability with these classification algorithms:
Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random Threes,
Gradient Boosted Threes, K-Nearest Neighbor, Normal
Bayes Classifier. ANN algorithm can be more precise
after some optimization. Data results from recognition are
stored in database and can be used for statistics of
production process efficiency. The result of the
experiment can be a different for another set of training
and test data. The next works will be aimed to
experiments with other advanced machine learning
algorithms.
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Figure 9. Picture from left: Clear data, Kmeans, DBSCAN

For comparison of result we compare reliability of
MLP/ANN teaching with other classification algorithms.
Graphical representation is shown on the Figure 10.
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